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ELL 3

ELL 3      

ENYX03

Length:  2 semesters

Credit:  4 credits

Open to Grades: 9-12

Grade Weight:  III

Prerequisite:  Placement tests 

ELL 3 Literature is an bridging ELL course offered to English language learners 
in District 219. These are students who have some proficiency in English, but may 
not yet comprehend spoken or written English accurately and still have difficulty 
speaking or writing clearly. This course helps students improve listening and reading 
comprehension and develop writing and speaking skills in English.  Students are 
introduced to different literary genres which may include: short stories, plays, poems 
and novels. A variety of reading strategies are employed with students in this class.    

Through literature, students are encouraged to discuss, debate and interpret the 
different works orally and in writing. In this class, students begin to develop expository 
and creative writing skills.  This class also begins to address cultural differences in 
rhetorical styles, literary styles and abstract thinking between American English and 
other languages. In addition, every story or novel has specific vocabulary lessons based 
on the readings.   

Cultural diversity is valued in our ELL classes. Especially in the ELL 3 literature 
class, with its emphasis on American and English authors, cultural topics are woven 
into discussions. Students are encouraged to share their own cultural perspective in 
class while learning about other perspectives.  With this approach, we aim to enhance 
students’ awareness of their heritage culture while encouraging them to be open-
minded and accepting of others’ differences so they can live comfortably in our 
heterogeneous society. Literature is a great lens through which to view both cultural 
differences and shared, universal experiences.  Most essentially, our students are 
teenagers and interested in finding their place in the world.  Literature provides them a 
path to follow in their search for self-awareness.  

COURSE MATERIALS 
 

Possible literary works to select from: 
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Short Stories: Characters in Conflict

Speak

Hole in my Life

Ordinary People

Romeo and Juliet

To Kill a Mockingbird

Animal Farm

Edge B Textbook

The Other Side of Dark

Othello

Doubt

Dubliners

Chicago Stories

My Name is Aram

The Human Comedy 

Of Mice and Men

The Outsiders

EXPLANATORY NOTES 

ELL   3 Literature 
 

Introduction: 

The population of our ELL classes is not constant.  Throughout the year, students enter 
our classes as they move to our school district.  As a result, class assignments and 
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activities must be cohesive yet be flexible enough to enable new students to integrate 
easily into the group throughout the year.  

At the same time, since our classes are comprised of students with varying educational, 
linguistic, and cultural backgrounds, our program must be able to meet the needs 
of many diverse learners.  Thus, our curriculum constantly incorporates elements 
of on-going review integrated with new lessons.  We also have an ELL resource 
center where all students can receive supplementary help in English or in other 
languages. Finally, during the year, some students move from our district and transfer 
to other schools. The composition of our ELL classes changes throughout the year. 
Maintaining a stable, consistent class dynamic is a challenge for all ELL teachers in 
our department.  

The process of acquiring a second language is neither swift nor simple.  Concepts need 
to be introduced and then later reiterated in order to provide students with adequate 
opportunities to assimilate information. 

Structure: 

      ELL 3 Literature includes 42 minutes of class time per day.  Grades reflect the 
students’ achievement on tests, quizzes, homework, and daily participation and 
preparation. 

      Although not reflected in the curriculum guide, teachers frequently include 
information about various aspects of American culture and history to help students 
assimilate. 

      Cultural diversity is valued in our ELL classes. Students are encouraged to share 
cultural approaches particular to their own ethnic heritage, to whatever concept is 
being presented.  Projects involving various foods, holidays, beliefs and traditions give 
students a chance to express ethnic pride as well as learn about others in our school 
community.

ELL 3 Literature – LEARNING TARGETS 

Note: Our usage learning targets below reflect WIDA standards devised by the WIDA 
consortium (Wisconsin, Illinois Delaware, and Arkansas) to determine student growth 
in English language. The Access Test in Illinois is based on the WIDA Standards.  
In District 219, we devised a compendium of the standards to use for organizing our 
curricula, which we have included as an appendix.  We also used the Common Core 
Standards for English/Languarts Arts in this guide.
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Fall Semester 

I. Over-Arching Listening Target: I can comprehend spoken English text.

a. I can answer comprehension questions. 
b. I can identify the main idea.
c. I can make inferences from oral discourse.

 II. Over-Arching Reading Target: I can read and understand a variety of texts.

a.I can answer comprehension questions on a selected passage. 
b. I can determine a theme or central idea of a text.
c.I can analyze how complex characters develop over the course of a text.
d. I can understand figurative language (simile, metaphor, personification).
e.I can cite strong textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says.
f. I can determine an author’s point of view or purpose in an text.

 

III. Over-Arching Vocabulary Target: I can recognize and use vocabulary contained in 
short stories and novels. 

      a.    I can determine the meaning of vocabulary words as they are used in the text.
      b.    I can identify the part of speech of a vocabulary word (noun, verb, adj., adv.)
 

IV. Over-Arching Writing Target:  I can adequately analyze literature through writing.

a. I can produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, 
and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

b. I can develop the topic with well-chosen examples and/or details from the text.
c. I can use appropriate and varied transitions to link the major sections of the text 

and create cohesion.
d. I can introduce the topic in an organized paragraph that includes a clear thesis 

statement.
e. I can provide a concluding paragraph that follows from and supports the 

information presented.
f. I can write with minimal grammar, punctuation, and capitalization errors.

 

Spring Semester

I. Over-Arching Listening Target: I can comprehend spoken English text.
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a.I can answer comprehension questions. 
b. I can identify the main idea.

c. I can make inferences from oral discourse.

 II. Over-Arching Reading Target: I can read and understand a variety of texts.

a.I can answer comprehension questions on a selected passage. 
b. I can determine a theme or central idea of a text.
c. I can analyze how complex characters develop over the course of a text.
d. I can understand figurative language (simile, metaphor, personification).
e. I can cite strong textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says.
f. I can determine an author’s point of view or purpose in an text.
g. I can make connections between multiple texts on the same theme or topic.

 

III. Over-Arching Vocabulary Target: I can recognize and use vocabulary 
contained in short stories and novels. 

      a.  I can determine the meaning of vocabulary words as they are used in the text.
      b.   I can identify the part of speech of a vocabulary word (noun, verb, adj., adv.)

VI: Over-Arching Writing Target:  I can adequately analyze literature through 
writing. 

a. I can produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and 
style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

b. I can develop the topic with well-chosen examples and details from the text.

c. I can use appropriate and varied transitions to link the major sections of the text and 
create cohesion.

d. I can introduce the topic in an organized paragraph that includes a clear thesis 
statement.

e. I can provide a concluding paragraph that follows from and support the information 
presented.

f. I can write with minimal grammar, punctuation, and capitalization errors.
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g. I can integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, 
avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation.

h. I can use quotations from the text to support my thesis statement.

Appendix : WIDA Standards (compiled by District 219 for ELL Curriculum Guides) 

Listening 
 

(Standards  L1 – L8 generally correspond to ELL level 1)
 

L1  Respond (non-verbally) to commands pertaining to classroom routines  (e.g., 
“Close your book.”)

L2  Respond (non-verbally) to questions pertaining to multiple-step classroom 
instructions (e.g., “what is the last word on page 45 of the dictionary?”)

L3  Follow instructions or request from peers (e.g., Meet me at my locker after 9th 
period.”)

L4  Follow conversations (e.g., telephone), process and respond to announcements 
over the intercom or by teachers. 

L5  Identify and locate sources of information based on oral directions and visual 
support.

L6  Process information from speakers who use visual or graphic support (such as 
meteorologists).

L7  Match information from TV, films, video, or DVDs to titles of segments.
L8  Select or sort sources of information based on oral descriptions and visual support.
L8a  Be able to evaluate own speech sample for pronunciation & intonation 
 

(Standards L9 – L14 generally correspond to ELL level 2)
 

L9  Respond (non-verbally) to explicit language pertaining to classroom 
            instructions.
L10  Respond (non-verbally) to explicit language pertaining to classroom 
            instructions.
L11  Process and respond to discourse from unfamiliar speakers (such as 
            at assemblies or on field trips).
L12  Process and respond to discourse from indirect sources (such as 
            Cassettes or CDs).
L13  Compare and contrast sources of information based on oral discourse.
L14  Form general ideas based on information from familiar speakers or media.
L14a  Be able to evaluate own speech sample for pronunciation & intonation 
 

(Standards L15 – L-19 generally correspond to ELL level 3)
L15  Respond (non-verbally) to figurative language pertaining to classroom
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            Instructions (such as the use of hyperboles or metaphors).
L16  Evaluate the appropriateness of message or information from a variety of 
            Sources.
L17  Draw conclusions or infer from oral history.
L18  Construct models based on oral discourse.
L19  Make connections between ideas based on oral discourse.
L20  Be able to evaluate own speech sample for pronunciation & intonation 
 

Speaking 
 

(Standards  S1 – S8  generally correspond to ELL level 1)
 

S1  Answer questions that express likes and dislikes.
S2  Answer a range of questions that express personal preferences.
S3  State preferences for types of music, games, TV programs, or recreational 

activities.
S4  Describe preferred movies, magazines, stories or authors.
S5  State facts related to the news or information in visually supported magazines or 

newspapers read orally.
S6  Differentiate opinions from facts related to information in visually supported 

magazines or newspapers read orally.
S7  State facts about personal interests or those of friends or members of your family.
S8  Do task analysis of familiar processes (such as recipes [how to make X] and games 

[how to play X]).
S8a  Pronunciation and intonation sufficient to be understood 
 

(Standards  S9 – S14  generally correspond to ELL level 2)
 

S9  Express personal preferences or points of view.
S10  Express and defend personal preferences, opinions, or points of view.
S11  Recommend games, songs, books, films, poems, or computer programs 
            and give reasons for selection.
S12  Discuss pros and cons of plays, films, stories, books, songs, poems, computer 

games, or magazine articles.
S13  Give narrative speeches on personal topics of interest.
S13a  Pronunciation and intonation do not impede communication 
 

(Standards  S15-S19 generally correspond to ELL level 3)
 

S15  Express and defend points of view other than from a personal perspective.
S16  Critique and evaluate plays, films, stories, books, poems, computer programs, or 

magazine articles.
S17  Engage in debates on school-related topics or other issues with coherent

arguments related to editorials, critiques.
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S18  Explain phenomena, give examples, and justify responses.
S19  Express and defend points of view.
S20  Pronunciation and intonation approximate native speaker ability 
 

Reading 
 

(Standards R1-R9  generally correspond to ELL level 1)
 

R1  Identify text features or web resources used for assignments (such as 
titles or authors).

R2  Match text features or web resources with their uses for assignments (such as table 
of contents to find topics).

R3  Preview visually supported text to glean basic facts.
R4  Connect information from visually supported text to self. (??)
R5  Identify words and phrases related to author’s purpose.
R6  Match key vocabulary within graphic supported texts to visuals.
R7  Identify ideas related to author’s purpose to locate key facts in graphics and texts
R8  Identify facts from pictures and sentences.
R9  Use graphic organizers to compare/ contrast information between texts 
 

(Standards  R10-R15 generally correspond to ELL level 2)
 

R10  Match type of books or web resources with information needed for assignments.
R11  Use text features or web resources to confirm information for assignments (such 

as indexes or glossaries).
R12  Scan material for relevant information.
R13  Skim material for relevant information.
R14  Identify ideas and supporting details related to author’s purpose.
R15  Summarize information in graphics and texts. 
 

(Standards R16-R22 generally correspond to ELL level 3)
 

R16  Scan entries in books or web sites to locate information for assignments.
R17  Revise thoughts and conclusions based on information from text.
R18  Glean information from multiple sources.
R19  Draw conclusions or infer from explicit and implicit text.
R20  Interpret author’s purpose and apply to other contexts.
R21  Identify extended analogies, symbolism, or abstract ideas in literary texts.
R22  Compare/ contrast information between and among texts using graphic

organizers. 
Writing 

 
(Standards  W1-W10  generally correspond to ELL level 1)
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W1  Complete forms read orally with identifying information or produce facts about 

self.
W2  Complete real-life forms (such as leases, applications, licenses).
W3  Jot down key points about language learning (such as use of capital letters 

for days of the week and months of the year.
W4  Test appropriate use of newly acquired language (such as through spell 

or grammar check or dictionaries).
W5  List key phrases or sentences from discussions.
W6  Express opinions or reactions to current events or issues.
W7  Extract key phrases or sentences from written texts.
W8  Copy facts pertaining to current events or issues.
W9  Produce key words or phrases from written texts.
W10  Jot down key words or symbols from visuals pertaining to discussions. 
 

(Standards W11-W20  generally correspond to ELL level 2)
 

W11  Create announcements, invitations, or form paragraphs stating who, what, 
when, and why.

W12  Make requests, apologize, or compose or respond to e-mail or personal 
messages in extended paragraphs.

W13  Reflect on use of newly acquired language or language patterns (such as
self-assessment checklists).

W14  Edit, revise, or rephrase written language based on feedback.
W15  Produce editorial comments on current events or issues.
W16  Take notes or produce outlines from written texts.
W17  Take notes and produce sentence outlines from discussions and lectures.
W18  Produce outlines and summary paragraphs from lecture notes.
W19  Rewrite stories on current events or issues in different time frames.
W20  Summarize notes from written texts in paragraph form. 
 

(Standards  W21-W26 generally correspond to ELL level 3)
 

W21  Compose announcements, invitations, or form paragraphs stating who, what, 
when and why.

W22  Expand and elaborate written language as directed.
W23  React to multiple genres and discourses.
W24  Author multiple forms of writing.
W25  Produce essays based on notes from lectures or outlines and instructional     

materials (readings, film, etc.). 
W26  Rewrite stories on current events or issues from different perspectives or 

points of view. 
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ELL 3 Literary Term Review
These literary terms were learned in ELL 1 and ELL 2. They are used to discuss literature 
in ELL3, and students are expected to already be familiar with most of them.
 
 

 
1. setting

 
The time and place of a story.

 

 
2.protagonist

 
 

The main character of a story. He or she has a problem to solve
 

 
3. antagonist

 

 
The character(s) in a story who cause problems for the 

protagonist
 

 
4. secondary 
characters

 

 
Not the main character/protagonist, but other characters who 
appear in the story
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5. inner 
characteristics

 

 
What a character is like on the inside (personality, values)

 
 

 
6. outer 
characteristics

 

 
What a character looks like physically

 

 
7. main conflict

 

 
The most important problem that the protagonist is trying to 

solve
 

 
8. plot

 

 
The sequence of events in a story from beginning to end

 
 

 

 
9. exposition

 

 
The very beginning of the story when we learn who the 

characters are and we are introduced to the setting

 
10. Rising action

 

 
The part of the story in which we are learning about the 

protagonist and his/her main conflict. The events will lead 
up to the climax of the story.

 

 
11. climax

 

 
A turning point in a story; the point at which a protagonist 

succeeds or fails at overcoming the main conflict
 

 
12. falling action

 

 
After the climax, the part of the story in which we learn what 
happens after the protagonist has succeeded or failed
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13. resolution

 

 
The final outcome of a story

 

 
14. first person 
point of view

 

 
The story is told by a narrator who is a character in the story

 
The reader is limited to knowing what the character knows.

 
15. third person 
point of view

 

 
The story is told by a narrator who is not a character in the story

 

 
16. verbal irony

 

 
When you say something but you mean the opposite (EX: You 
say, “What an awesome day” when it's rainy and cold)

 
 

 

 
17. irony of 
situation

 

 
A situation turns out differently than expected (EX: You 
studied very hard for a test but failed it)

 

 
18. theme

 

 
The lesson that a person learns from a story

 

 
19. fiction

 

 
A story that a writer makes up
 
realistic fiction: a made up story that describes what could happen 
in real life
historical fiction: a story that is made up, but set in a real 
historical time period; the history is true
science fiction: for example, Star Wars
 
fables: stories that feature animals as main characters and teach a 
moral lesson 
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20. non-fiction

 

 
A story that is true

 

 
21. biography

 

 
A true story about someone's life

 
An autobiography is a story that someone writes about his or 

her own life.

 
22. genre

 

 
Type of writing (poetry, short story, novel, play, news 

article, essay, memoir, etc.)
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23. simile

 

 
Your eyes sparkle like stars. 
Her skin is as white as snow.
The simile must compare two things that are unlike each other 
normally.
(comparison with “like” or “as”)

 

 
24. metaphor

 

 
Your eyes are stars.
Your skin is smooth silk.
(comparison without “like” or “as)
 

 
25. 
personification

 

 
The wind screamed throughout the night.
Giving human qualities to non-humans.
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26. imagery

 

 
The flames of the fireplace sparkled and lit up the darkness of the 
room. 

 
The writer uses sensory description.

 
27. foreshadowing

 

 
The writer gives us a hint about what will happen later in the story.

 

 
28. Types of 
conflict:
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Person vs. person

 
A character has a problem with another character

 
 

 
Person vs. self

 
A character is in conflict with himself

 
Person vs. nature

 

 
 
A character or characters have a problem with nature.
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Person vs. society

 

 
A character is in conflict with the rules of society.

 
 

 
29. Flashback

 

 
A character remembers something from the past.

 
 

 
30. suspense

 

 
A writer creates suspense when there is a lot of action in the story 
and the reader feels excited to know what will happen next. 
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31. symbol

 

 
When an object has a meaning beyond itself. For example, a U.S. 

flag is a symbol for freedom.
 

 

 
32. dialect

 

 
When a character speaks in a non-standard form of English.

 
Example: “He ain't got no money, ma'am.” (The speaker might 

be from the Southern part of the U.S.) 
 

 
33. rhythm/meter

 

 
The “beat” of poetry or music
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34. alliteration

 

 
Repetition of consonant sounds at the beginning of words:

 
A banker bought a bunch of buckets.

 

 
35. assonance

 
Repetition of vowel sounds. This repetition doesn't have to be 

at the beginning of words.
 

EX: Do you like blue?

 
36. onomatopoeia

 

 
When the word’s meaning is similar to its sound.
Ex: buzz, boom
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37. blank verse

 

 
Also called iambic pentameter

 
Shakespeare uses this verse a lot. This means there are ten 
syllables per line of poetry. Unstressed syllables are followed by 
stressed syllables

 

 
38. hyperbole

 

 
Exaggeration

 
Ex: I've told you a million times to clean your room!

 
 

 


